Introduction
An initial public offering (IPO) is the first sale of shares by a private company to the public on a securities exchange. The valuation of shares of an unlisted company is challenging due to the absence of current market prices and trading history. Information asymmetry between market participants surrounding the value of these shares leaves the new issues market subject to Akerlof s 
Figure 1: Average initial return and number of US IPOs by quarterly intervals, 19802012
Average initial return is the equally-weighted mean of the percentage change from the offer price in the premarket to the aftermarket price. Quarterly data on initial return and the number of IPOs are compiled from monthly observations available from Jay Ritter's website (http://bear.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter). 2 1 Initial return is the percentage change from the offer price to the market price in the aftermarket. See, for example, Table 1 in Banerjee, Dai, and Keshab  Table in Ritter and Jay Ritter s web site (http://bear.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter) that has regular updates of Table 1 in Loughran, Ritter, and Rydqvist (1994) . 2 This is the URL address for all future references to Jay Ritter s IPO website. 300   1980q1  1981q1  1982q1  1983q1  1984q1  1985q1  1986q1  1987q1  1988q1  1989q1  1990q1  1991q1  1992q1  1993q1  1994q1  1995q1  1996q1  1997q1  1998q1  1999q1  2000q1  2001q1  2002q1  2003q1  2004q1  2005q1  2006q1  2007q1  2008q1  2009q1  2010q1  2011q1  2012q1  2013q1 Year-Quarter
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The literature offers three main explanations for persistent average initial return: deliberate underpricing in the premarket (henceforth deliberate underpricing), mispricing in the early aftermarket as a result of trading activity, and underwriter price stabilization in the early aftermarket. 3 The first strand of the literature ascribes initial return to deliberate underpricing as the outcome of information asymmetry surrounding IPO value among participants in the premarket. For example, Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) , Welch (1989) , and Allen and Faulhaber (1989) use deliberate underpricing as a costly and difficult to imitate signal in which firm insiders transmit positive information on firm value to outside investors. Baron (1982) explains deliberate underpricing and the persistence of the phenomenon as the outcome of a principal-agent conflict in which the issuing firm (principal) cannot directly observe the marketing and distribution efforts of the underwriter (agent). The underwriter can thus induce the issuing firm to agree to a relatively low offer price. Rock s 1986) model assumes that IPOs have to be, on average, underpriced to compensate less-well informed investors for a winner s curse 4 problem and to induce them to participate in the new issues market.
The second strand of the literature assumes that IPOs are priced at their intrinsic value in the premarket and attributes initial return to trading activity in the early aftermarket as a result of, for example, overoptimistic investors and their valuations. For example, Aggarwal and Rivoli (1990) focus on fads in the IPO market whereby new issues are possibly not priced at intrinsic values in early aftermarket trading. Ritter (1991) and Loughran and Ritter (1995) explain initial return as a consequence of investors being overoptimistic about firm value which creates excess demand in shares, pushes up prices and leads to high initial return in the aftermarket. Friesen and Swift (2009) attribute initial return to investor overreaction at the time of the IPO before prices revert back to fundamental firm value. Aggarwal (2000 Aggarwal ( , 2003 , O (ara 2000, 2002) and Ellis (2006) find evidence that flipping is not solely responsible for high trading volumes in the early aftermarket. 77% of trades are investor-motivated, while interdealer trading accounts for the remaining 23%. Chahine (2007) report a positive relationship between the share demand-to-offer ratio in the premarket and the trading volume in the aftermarket.
The third strand of the literature attributes positive average initial return to underwriter price support. The price support leads to a censoring of the return distribution and the spurious impression of persistent average initial return. For example, Ruud (1993) , Asquith, Jones and Kieschnick (1998) and Aggarwal (2000 Aggarwal ( , 2003 find that underwriters stabilize the aftermarket prices at the offer price which results in very few IPO stocks being overpriced.
3 Premarket indicates the time leading up to the )PO date stock market flotation whereas aftermarket refers to the time once trading commences in the stock market. 4 A winner s curse arises here because less-well informed investors obtain a higher proportion of overpriced IPOs because better-informed investors only apply for underpriced new issues.
On the one hand, existing research explains positive average initial return and its persistence as a combination of deliberate underpricing and aftermarket mispricing as a result of trading in the early aftermarket. The most commonly held view is that deliberate underpricing is the main contributor towards persistent average initial return (Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Welch, 1989; Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Baron, 1982; and Rock, 1986) . On the other hand, empirical studies do not distinguish between deliberate underpricing and aftermarket mispricing when testing competing theories. 5 However, the lack of such a distinction is not surprising. Disentangling deliberate underpricing and aftermarket mispricing from initial return is difficult. To do so requires a 'fair' offer price, which is not directly observable, in addition to the offer price and the closing share price in the aftermarket.
In this paper, we identify this fair offer price using stochastic frontier analysis (henceforth SFA), which estimates the maximum achievable offer price from given issuing firm attributes, deal characteristics, third-party certification, and IPO market conditions. SFA assumes the existence of an efficient pricing frontier such that the offer price falls onto or below the estimated frontier due to a systematic one-sided error to account for pricing inefficiency plus a random error term. The one-sided error term allows calculating an inefficiency measure to uncover deliberate underpricing from the maximum offer price that lies on the efficient frontier. Our approach builds on existing studies in this area, such as for example, Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) , Koop and Li (2001) , Francis and Hasan (2001) , Chen, Hung and Wu (2002) , and Chan, Wu and Kwok (2007) .
Compared to these earlier studies, our stochastic IPO pricing frontier uses an extended set of pricing factors to estimate the maximum (fair) achievable offer price. These pricing factors are the primary drivers of equity value and originate from standard finance theory. They include, for example, proxy variables for expected cash flows, cost of capital, and future growth prospects.
These value drivers determine the efficient frontier of fair offer prices. An incomplete set of pricing factors could lead to less accurate estimates of fair offer prices and hence less precise estimates of deliberate underpricing. Our estimation of the pricing frontier simultaneously controls for what we call underpricing factors to explain variations in deliberate underpricing. For this, we use a set of variables drawing from existing theories on information asymmetry surrounding IPO value among new issues market participants such as, for example, Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) , Welch (1989) , Allen and Faulhaber (1989) , Baron (1982) , and Rock (1986) . Finally, after having identified deliberate underpricing, we uncover aftermarket mispricing, which allows us to explain aftermarket mispricing with the help of proxy measures that capture trading activity in the early aftermarket. We argue that IPO market value partly depends on this trading activity and use relevant proxy variables from earlier studies such as, for example, Chen, Hung and Wu (2002 ), Ellis (2006 ), and Agarwal (2003 . 5 For an overview of the empirical literature see, for example, Jenkingson and Ljungqvist (2001) .
We hence make several distinct contributions to the literature in light of the ongoing debate on whether deliberate underpricing or aftermarket mispricing is the dominant explanation of observed initial return. First, we add to the literature on the use of SFA as a tool for differentiating deliberate premarket underpricing from initial return. The use of SFA to measure deliberate premarket underpricing in U.S. IPOs was first proposed by Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) , with later applications by Koop and Li (2001) and Francis and Hasan (2001) . 6 By estimating deliberate underpricing, we can test whether initial returns is primarily driven by deliberate underpricing or by aftermarket mispricing as a result of early trading in the aftermarket.
Second, using a more refined measure, we test the commonly held view that information asymmetry surrounding IPO value among new issues market participants explains variations in deliberate underpricing. While existing studies have tested the explanatory power of information asymmetry theories, these have been conducted using initial return, which is a combination of deliberate underpricing and aftermarket mispricing. By constructing a more refined measure of deliberate premarket underpricing, we are able to directly test how it is affected by variables proxying information asymmetry, and hence improve on these earlier studies. We test the effect of information asymmetry on deliberate underpricing by exploiting developments in the SFA literature on the modelling of exogenous factors affecting the distance from the frontier. For this, we use the conditional variance model proposed in Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000) , simultaneously estimating the stochastic pricing frontier alongside the determinants of deliberate underpricing.
Finally, once we have estimated the deliberate underpricing component, we recover an estimate of aftermarket mispricing and then test whether it can be explained primarily by trading activity.
Accordingly, we regress this aftermarket mispricing component of initial return against proxies of trading activity, allowing us to test the hypothesis that IPO market value partly depends on the trading activity in the early aftermarket.
Disentangling deliberate premarket underpricing and aftermarket mispricing
The central contribution of this paper is to disentangle deliberate underpricing in the premarket and aftermarket mispricing from initial returns, and test whether variations in these components can be explained by existing theories. Differentiating these components from observed initial returns relies crucially on being able to estimate a fair offer price for each IPO. We estimate the fair offer price using SFA, a benchmarking econometric technique that has seen numerous applications since it was originally proposed independently by Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen, and van de Broeck (1977) . A few studies have used SFA as a tool to measure deliberate underpricing in IPOs. Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) ' (1996) s approach in two ways. Firstly, Koop and Li (2001) argue that SFA using IPOs only is likely to result in these issues being more efficiently priced which leads to underpricing being underestimated. Therefore, Koop and Li (2001) recommend constructing the pricing frontier from both IPOs and SEOs. This approach is more likely to place SEOs closer to the frontier, while IPOs would be further away from the frontier, resulting in higher levels of IPO underpricing. Koop and Li (2001) Although all the above studies use SFA to measure deliberate premarket underpricing, it is noteworthy that, with the exception of Koop and Li (2001) , there is no study that explicitly separates out pricing factors and controls for underpricing factors in the IPO pricing frontier. In addition, none of the existing studies attempts to relate the deliberate premarket underpricing to proxy variables that capture information asymmetry between market participants, which is one of the dominant explanations of persistent average initial return. Existing studies which use such proxy variables use them as part of the pricing factors, instead of treating these proxy variables as affecting the degree of deliberate underpricing.
Our paper thus makes several contributions to the existing literature. We separate out pricing factors and underpricing factors and control for these in the IPO pricing frontier. The efficient pricing frontier enables us to determine the degree of deliberate premarket underpricing. We include commonly used proxy variables that reflect information asymmetry between market participants to explain variations in deliberate premarket underpricing. Disentangling the deliberate premarket underpricing from the observed initial return enables us to also examine whether trading activity in the early aftermarket can explain the residual mispricing component.
Offer price, pricing factors and underpricing factors
In line with most of the earlier studies quoted above, the offer price per share is the dependent variable in our stochastic frontier. The independent variables are pricing factors, which are primary drivers of equity value and originate from standard finance theory. Estimates of inefficiency reflect deliberate premarket underpricing and variations in these are related to proxy variables that capture various types of information asymmetries surrounding IPO value between participants in the new issues market.
Pricing factors
Estimating expected cash flow, cost of capital and growth opportunities to value the equity of IPOs is nontrivial. Relatively little is known about the past performance of IPO firms and their future prospects. Instead of attempting to estimate expected cash flow, cost of capital and growth opportunities directly, we use several proxy measures.
We use earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) in the most recent twelve-month period before going public as an input into our valuation model even though finance theory advocates using cash flows. EBITDA is a better predictor of future operating cash flows than current operating cash flows as evidenced in previous research. Teoh, Welch and Wong (1998) find that earnings better reflect a more long-term stream of wealth creation than cash flows that are subject to higher annual volatility. Also, IPO prospectuses do not normally disclose objective (audited) cash flow forecasts and estimates of cost of capital. In the long-term, earnings converge to cash flows. We rely on EBITDA as opposed to earnings per share (EPS) to circumvent claims that IPO firms raise reported EPS by manipulating discretionary accounting accruals before going public. Teoh, Welch and Wong (1998) find that excessive earnings management can lead to higher initial valuations, followed by long-run underperformance. Indeed, Koop and Li (2001) (Koop and Li, 2001; Chen, Heng and Wu, 2002; Peng and Wang, 2007; Luo and Ouyang, 2014) .
Industry sector dummy variables take account of differences in the cost of capital and business risk across industry sectors. We classify the firms into 12 industry sectors using the two-digit SIC level, in line with Koop and Li (2001) . In the absence of any stock market trading in the period leading up to flotation and any disclosure of objective (audited) estimates of the cost of capital in the flotation prospectus, we use these industry sector dummy variables to reflect the divergent business risk.
Three sets of proxy measures capture earnings potential and growth opportunities that are key contributors to IPO value. The first proxy measure is a dummy variable that takes account of negative earnings in the accounting period before going public. Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan (2009) argue that negative earnings represent valuable future growth opportunities rather than current profitability. In their study, firms with higher negative earnings have higher valuations, which would appear to be counter-intuitive at first glance from a profitability point of view. The amount of R&D spending in the accounting period before going public is the second proxy measure.
Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan (2009) Finally, we use financial leverage, measured by long-term debt divided by book value of assets in the accounting period before going public as proxy for risk. Firms with higher financial distress have a greater chance of going bankrupt and hence should have lower valuations. Koop and Li (2001) and Peng and Wang (2007) corroborate a negative relationship between leverage and firm value.
Underpricing factors
Existing research explains persistent average initial return as the outcome of information asymmetry on IPO value between issuers, underwriters and different investor segments. Our underpricing factors reflect these information asymmetries at various stages of the IPO valuation process.
We include sales and age of the issuing firm to control for ex ante uncertainty surrounding IPO value. These variables measure how established a firm is. Smaller firms with lower growth in sales and shorter operating history suffer from greater ex ante uncertainty surrounding IPO value.
Greater ex ante uncertainty forces issuers to underprice IPOs to compensate uninformed investors for an adverse selection problem. Uninformed investors end up with a higher proportion of overpriced issues than informed investors who only apply for underpriced IPOs (Rock, 1986; Beatty and Ritter, 1986) . Accordingly, we use the amount of sales in the most recent twelve-month accounting period before going public. Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) , Koop and Li (2001) , Peng and Wang (2007) , and Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan (2009) We use equity retained by pre-IPO shareholders after the issue, proceeds raised at the disposal of the issuing firm, the commitment of pre-IPO shareholders not to sell additional shares immediately in the aftermath of the issue, and underwriting fees as proxy measures for ex ante uncertainty surrounding the deal characteristics. It is not unreasonable to assume that firm insiders know more about future firm prospects than outside investors (Akerlof, 1970) . Firm insiders can transmit costly and difficult to imitate signals to convey firm value to outside investors (Spence, 1973) . We use Leland and Pyle s 1977) equity retained by pre-IPO shareholders in the post-IPO firm jointly with proceeds at the disposal of the issuer as signal in which firm insiders transmit information on firm value to outside investors. The impact of these signalling variables on the stochastic frontier price is inconclusive. Some studies find a relationship whereas other studies report insignificant results or omit these signalling variables altogether. Our study therefore seeks to re-examine the importance of these signalling variables. The proportion of equity retained is a costly signal because owners forgo the possibility of achieving diversification of their personal investment portfolio. Various conceptual frameworks use equity retained as signal to reduce information asymmetry surrounding firm value (Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Welch, 1989; Allen and Faulhaber, 1989) . Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) The amount of IPO proceeds at the disposal of the issuing firm is an effective signal, perhaps of investment plans, for example. Studies normally use proceeds at the disposal of the issuing firm in conjunction with equity retained by pre-IPO owners as a joint signal of firm value (Downes and Heinkel, 1982; Ritter 1984b; Kim and Weisbach, 2008) . Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) report a positive relationship between proceeds and offer price, while Peng and Wang (2007) report a negative association between the amount of money raised and pricing inefficiency. Koop and Li (2001) , Chen, Hung and Wu (2002) and Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan (2009) omit proceeds as a signalling variable in their stochastic frontier models.
We use a dummy variable to account for the presence of lock-in agreements. The impact of lockin agreements on prices in a stochastic frontier framework awaits investigation. A lock-in agreement is a commitment that prohibits firm insiders from selling shares in the aftermarket for a specified period. Demand in IPO shares with a lock-in agreement should be higher than offers without such an agreement. Investors are more willing to buy an IPO knowing that they have a reduced moral hazard problem during the period in which firm insiders cannot sell their equity stakes. This argument is in line with the findings of Brav and Gompers (2003) and Arthurs, Busenitz, Hoskisson and Johnson (2009) . The supply of tradable shares increases only following the lock-in expiration, which could potentially have a negative impact on share prices (Bradley, Jordan, Ha-Chin and Roten, 2001; Field and Hanka, 2001 ). In the US, the lock-in period can be as short as 90 days and as long as two years.
We use underwriting expenses as a proxy for the riskiness of an IPO. Underwriter compensation is likely to be a function of information costs and deal characteristics (Hughes, 1986 ). We use logarithm of one plus the number of uses of IPO proceeds disclosed in the flotation prospectus as proxy of ex ante uncertainty surrounding firm value. This measure is to some extent endogenous and hence we simultaneously control for deal characteristics. The number of uses of proceeds is a function of offer size, the proportion of the proceeds at the disposal of the firm and the proceeds going to selling pre-IPO shareholders. Therefore, a simple count of the number of uses of proceeds without controlling for offer size and the proportion of funds at the disposal of the issuer is unlikely to be informative and can lead to contradictory findings in a cross-sectional analysis. For example, Beatty and Ritter (1986) report a positive association between the number of uses of proceeds and underpricing. In contrast, Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003) and Leone, Rock and Willenborg (2007) find that more specific disclosure leads to lower underpricing. The absence of the number of uses of proceeds from studies using SFA to explain deliberate underpricing allows us to extend the literature. (2000) provide evidence that underwriting fees are clustered around 7% for firm-commitment offers during the late 1990s, which overlaps with our sample period. Any deviation from 7% is therefore likely to be associated with differences in the risk of a deal rather than a reflection of the reputation capital of underwriters.
We employ a dummy variable to capture IPOs with private equity backing and/or venture capital backing. Our study is the first analysis to test the impact of private equity and/or venture capital backing on the deliberate premarket underpricing in a stochastic frontier context.
Disentangling the relative impact of private equity backing and/or venture capital backing on deliberate underpricing is important because of the mixed results reported in the literature explaining initial return. On the one hand, some studies claim that private equity backing and/or venture capital backing endorses firm value and reduces initial return (see, for example, Barry, Muscarella, Peavy and Vetsuypens, 1990; Megginson and Weiss, 1991; Lerner, 1994; Brav and Gompers, 1997; Nahata, 2008; Arthurs, Busenitz, Hoskisson and Johnson, 2009; Bartling and Park, 2009; Krishnan, Ivanov, Masulis and Singh, 2011; Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf, 2013 ). Furthermore, younger venture capital backed IPOs have, on average, higher initial return than those IPOs that have more established venture capital backing (Gompers, 1996) . On the other hand, Liu and Ritter (2011) (Ritter, 1984a; Lowry and Schwert, 2002; Loughran and Ritter, 2004) . Yung, Çolak
and Wei (2008 demonstrate that exogenous shocks to the value of private firms investment opportunities can lead to more active IPO markets with more low quality issuers going public than the average pre-shock issuing firm. These exogenous shocks can therefore lead to waves with heightened dispersion in firm quality, higher information asymmetry surrounding firm value and hence higher average initial return during hot )PO markets
Early aftermarket trading
In addition to information asymmetry surrounding IPO value between market participants in the primary market, the literature attributes persistent average initial return also to early aftermarket trading activity (see, for example, Chen, Hung and Wu, 2002; Ellis 2006; Agarwal, 2003) . Persistent deliberate underpricing in the primary market creates excess demand in the aftermarket when IPO shares become available for trading. This excess demand will push up prices to a new equilibrium and allows selling shareholders in the secondary market to earn significant returns. We refer to the difference between the market price and the 'fair' offer price as mispricing in the aftermarket. Five variables explain mispricing in the early aftermarket.
The number of shares traded on the first day as percentage of shares offered serves as a proxy variable to take account of the trading volume and excess demand of IPOs in the aftermarket.
Existing research reports of a positive association between initial return and trading volume in the aftermarket (Aggarwal, 2000 (Aggarwal, , 2003 Chahine, 2007; O (ara 2000, 2002; Ellis, 2006) .
Two dummy variables capture the aftermarket demand in IPO shares via the price revision from the initial filing range to the offer price (Hanley, 1993) Underwriter reputation captures distribution networks and institutional contacts. Ellis (2006) reports greater trading volumes for more reputable underwriters. The author argues that higher quality underwriters have a greater ability to generate interest among investors through more established distribution networks and institutional contacts. In addition, more reputable underwriters have a higher reputation capital at stake and hence are more likely to provide price support in the aftermarket.
Offer size captures the risk of an IPO. Investors perceive smaller IPOs as riskier compared to larger new issues of more established companies. Beatty and Ritter (1986) , Ritter (1987) , and
Carter (1992) observe a negative association between offer size and initial return.
Data and methods

Data
Our initial source is the New Issues database in Thomson One Banker, from which we obtain 3,131 observations with all relevant variables on U.S. IPOs from January 1980 to December 2012. Figure 2 graphs number of IPOs against average initial return for our sample. Overall, the cyclicity is representative of the data reported on Jay Ritter's web site.
Figure 2: Average initial return and number of U.S. IPOs by quarterly intervals, 19802012
Average initial return per quarter is the equally-weighted mean of the percentage change from the offer price in the premarket to the aftermarket price. Table 1 shows the sample distribution of IPOs across our industry sector classification at the twodigit SIC level. Both the number of IPOs and average initial return differ across industry sectors.
There is no perfect correlation between the number of IPOs and average initial return. 'Computers'
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Number of IPOs Average Initial Returns (%) 
11.978
Utilities 49 56
9.188
All Others 664
12.872
Total 3131 19.085 Table 2 lists the variables, their definitions and measurements as well as the corresponding data sources. Offer price per share is the primary variable of interest We employ several pricing factors as the primary value driver for equity. Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization is the proxy measure for a more long-term stream of operating cash flow because the latter is subject to higher annual volatility. Industry dummy variables reflect Koop and Li's (2001) 12 industry sectors based on Fama and French's (1997) two-digit classification. These industry sector dummy variables take account of differences in the cost of capital, business risk, future earnings potential, and growth opportunities of IPO firms across industries. A dummy variable captures negative earnings in the accounting period before going public as a proxy for future growth opportunities rather than current profitability. We also include historic R&D spending as an indicator for future growth opportunities. Book value of assets in the most recent twelve-month accounting period before going public acts as the lower bound for IPO value. Financial leverage is the last pricing factor and measures financial distress of firms.
Definition and measurement of variables
We use various factors to explain variations in deliberate premarket underpricing. Issuing firm attributes that take account of ex ante uncertainty include sales in the accounting period before flotation and firm age. In addition to firm attributes, we include several deal characteristics as proxy measures to explain deliberate premarket underpricing. They include equity retained by pre-IPO shareholders after the issue, proceeds raised at the disposal of the issuing firm, the commitment of pre-IPO owners not to sell additional shares immediately in the aftermath of the issue, underwriting fees, and logarithm of one plus the number of uses of proceeds disclosed in the Two dummy variables capture IPO market activity during hot or cold markets (ot market activity is coded one if the number of )POs in a quarter is greater than the three-monthly moving average. Cold market activity is coded one if the number of )POs in a quarter is 50% smaller than the three-monthly moving average. All other quarters fall into the normal market activity and coded as zero Jay Ritter s )PO website (ot or cold market underpricing Two dummy variables capture )PO market underpricing during hot or cold markets (ot market underpricing is coded one if the average )PO underpricing in a quarter is 50% greater than the three-monthly moving average. Cold market underpricing is coded one if the average IPO underpricing in a quarter is 50% smaller than the threemonthly moving average. All other quarters fall into the normal underpricing category and coded zero.
Jay Ritter s )PO website
Private firms demand for capital (ot or cold demand for capital Two dummy variables capture private firms demand for capital during hot or cold markets. (ot demand for capital is coded one if the quarterly percentage change in real private nonresidential fixed investment is 50% greater than the three-monthly moving average. Cold demand for capital is coded one if the quarterly percentage change in real private nonresidential fixed investment is 50% smaller than the three-monthly moving average.
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Variables used in Aftermarket Mispricing Model
Dependent Variable
Aftermarket Mispricing Aftermarket mispricing component of initial returns recovered after estimation of deliberate underpricing
Authors calculations
Independent Variable
Trading volume % of shares traded
The number of shares traded on the IPO day divided by the total number of shares in the offer.
CRSP, Thomson
Likelihood of flipping
Above filing range
Dummy variable equal to one if the offer price is above the initial filing price range, else coded zero.
Thomson
Below filing range
Dummy variable equal to one if the offer price is below the initial filing price range, else coded zero.
Thomson Ownership concentration Equity retained
Leland and Pyle s signal of equity retained , where RET is the proportion of equity retained by pre-IPO shareholders in the post-IPO firm.
Thomson Underwriter Reputation
Reputation
Underwriter reputation based on tombstone rankings used in Carter and Manaster (1990) , Carter and Dark (1993) Underwriter ranking measures the reputation capital at stake. More reputable underwriters are more likely to provide price support in the aftermarket. We also control for offer size to capture the riskiness of an IPO. Smaller offers are normally riskier and hence have higher levels of initial return. Table 3 The majority of our sample firms have their IPO during normal new issues market activity, average aggregate levels of initial return, and average demand for private capital. The average offer price is neither above nor below the initial filing price range. On average, the amount of the offer size in our sample is $108.1 million. Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and Van Den Broeck (1977) , allows us to estimate the frontier of (unobserved) maximum fair offer prices that would prevail in the absence of information asymmetry We write the )PO price stochastic frontier as:
where OP is the observed offer price, X is a vector of observed characteristics (pricing factors) that affect the firm s offer price and  is a vector of parameters to be estimated. The term
captures the deterministic part of the relationship between offer price and the pricing factors.
Random factors can cause deviations of the actual offer price from the deterministic frontier and is captured by the term v which is assumed to have a normal distribution, hence producing the stochastic frontier, which is the offer pricing level that the firm seeks to attain. If actual offer prices are systematically below the optimal frontier offer price offer, due to, for example information asymmetry, then this is reflected by the term u, which is commonly assumed to have a one-sided distribution. 10 This term u captures the degree of deliberate premarket underpricing. As a parametric estimation method, SFA can separate out the two-sided noise from the one-sided component in the estimation of the IPO frontier, hence allowing us to estimate deliberate premarket underpricing.
An important development in the SFA literature, but less frequently explored in empirical applications, is the modelling of exogenous factors that affect the distance from the frontier. Given a fairly large literature focused on explaining the drivers of IPO underpricing, we incorporate these underpricing factors into the frontier model and explicitly model the conditional variance or heteroscedasticity of the one-sided error term when fitting the IPO offer price frontier (see Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000) . Given the normal-half-normal distribution assumed on the combined error component, the one-sided error variance is modelled simultaneously with the frontier as
where Z is a vector capturing the various underpricing factors, and  is a vector of parameters to be estimated. In the case where the variances of both error components are constant, equation (1) is estimated through maximum likelihood techniques on the following log-likelihood function: 
We can then construct the measure of underpricing (UP), i.e. the proportionate distance of actual offer price from the theoretical frontier offer price: In addition to estimating the stochastic frontier model in equation (1) and simultaneously modelling the determinants of underpricing in equation (2) in one step, we also calculate and report an R-squared measure developed recently by Liu and Meyers (2009) that summarises the overall explanatory power of the determinants of inefficiency (underpricing in our case). Liu and Meyers (2009) 
where Ê and V are sample estimates of the mean and variance of the deliberate underpricing component i u conditional on its determinants i Z . These two components are constructed as follows:
Hence, once we have obtained estimates i  and i ˆ, equation (6) can be calculated and interpreted as the fraction of the sample variation in u that can be explained by Z, similar to the goodness of fit measure from the traditional R-squared in an OLS regression,
Findings
'Pricing factors' to estimate the maximum achievable offer price
We use an extended set of pricing factors to estimate the maximum (fair) achievable offer price compared to the ones used in previous studies. This approach allows us to provide more precise estimates of fair offer prices and hence better estimates of deliberate premarket underpricing as well as aftermarket mispricing. Table 4 , Panel A, presents the frontier parameter estimates, which are corrected for heteroscedasticity in the one-sided error term. The majority of the pricing factors are statistically significant in explaining the maximum achievable offer price across our models with the exception of some industry dummy variables.
The coefficients on earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) are positive and statistically significant across all models. Our results therefore corroborate earlier evidence on the importance of EBITDA as a value driver, such as, for example, Teoh, Welch and Wong (1998), Koop and Li (2001) , Chen, Heng and Wu (2002) , and Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan
We retain all industry dummy variables across our models to account for differences in the cost of capital and business risk in line with Koop and Li's (2001) sector classification. Our findings
show that sectors such as computers, communications, retail and financial services have, on average, higher offer prices, whereas manufacturing has, on average, lower offer prices compared to the base sectors. Whether offer price in the remaining sectors are higher or lower on average compared to the base category is not clear-cut and depends on model complexity.
We use a binary indicator of negative net income and the amount of capital expenditure during the accounting period leading up to an IPO to proxy future earnings potential as well as growth opportunities. Firms with a negative net income in the year prior to IPO have, on average, lower valuations. We therefore conclude that this dummy variable is more likely to capture the impact of current profitability rather than future growth opportunities as Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan Firms with a higher asset base on average, have higher valuations. Our findings are intuitive in that the book value of assets represents a lower bound for IPO value. The studies of Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) and Koop and Li (2001) , and Peng and Wang (2007) provide further evidence in support of our findings. Therefore, we do not support Chen, Hung and Wu's (2002) claim that potential growth and hence IPO value is lower for firms with a greater asset base at the time of a flotation.
Issuers with higher levels of financial leverage at the IPO have, on average, lower offer prices because of greater risk and distress costs. Lower valuations reflect an increased probability of firms going into bankruptcy as a result of greater financial risk. Our findings corroborate those reported in Koop and Li (2001) and Peng and Wang (2007) .
Factors explaining deliberate premarket underpricing
We explain deliberate premarket underpricing as a result of information asymmetries between new issues market participants at various stages leading up to an IPO, while holding the 'pricing factors' constant. Panel B presents six models in which we introduce our proxy variables block by block to capture information asymmetries at various stages of an IPO process. Across all these models, we report the R-squared measure for the explanatory power of the determinants of underpricing (RZ 2 ) as captured in equation (6). The R-squared is reasonably high across models (2) to (6), converging at around 58%, indicating that the variables we have used as determinants of underpricing can explain quite a large fraction of the variation in our estimates of underpricing. 11
Model 1 explains underpricing as a function of ex ante uncertainty surrounding firm value (Rock, 1986; Beatty and Ritter, 1986) . Ex ante uncertainty captures how established firms are before taking into account any IPO deal characteristics. Sales in the accounting period before going public and firm age, measured in years between the date of incorporation and the IPO date, are the two proxy variables to capture ex ante uncertainty. Both the coefficient for sales and firm age are inconsistent with the ex ante uncertainty argument. The coefficient for sales is statistically insignificant, while firm age has a positive relationship with underpricing. We conclude that the amount of sales is perhaps less likely to capture the level of ex ante uncertainty as reported elsewhere in the IPO literature that relies on the aggregate initial return rather than the deliberate premarket underpricing. Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) , Koop and Li (2001) and Aggarwal, Bhagat and Rangan (2009) report a positive association between sales and IPO value. Firm age also does not appear to capture the ex ante uncertainty with respect to deliberate premarket underpricing as reported elsewhere in the literature. Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) show a positive correlation between firm age and IPO value.
Model 2 augments Model 1 with variables on deal characteristics for each IPO. We only find partial support for a joint signalling effect of equity retained by pre-IPO owners in the post-IPO firm 11 To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that reports this specific measure of R-squared in the context of a one-stage stochastic frontier model investigating the determinants of underpricing.
and the proceeds at the disposal of the issuer (Downes and Heinkel, 1982; Ritter, 1984b; Kim and Weisback, 2008) . While the coefficient for proceeds has the correct sign and is statistically significant, the coefficient for equity retained is statistically insignificant. Our findings therefore present evidence that equity retained is an unlikely signalling mechanism to convey firm value to outside investors. Previous studies which have used related SFA frameworks to examine the relationship between equity retained and estimated offer value report a positive association (HuntMcCool, Koh and Francis, 1996) , no association (Chen, Hung and Wu, 2002) , or omit the variable altogether (Koop and Li, 2001) . Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) also report a positive association between proceeds and offer price. Peng and Wang (2007) report a negative relationship between proceeds and pricing inefficiency. Other studies, including those of Koop and Li (2001) and Chen, Hung and Wu (2002) do not include proceeds as a joint signalling variable.
The impact of lock-in agreements on underpricing in a SFA framework awaits investigation. Our findings show that the presence of lock-in agreements by pre-IPO owners increases the level of uncertainty and hence underpricing. The supply of tradable shares can increase at the time when the lock-in period expires. Our evidence therefore corroborates the findings of existing studies such as, for example, Bradley, Jordan, Ha-Chin and Roten (2001), and Field and Hanka (2001) .
The coefficient for underwriter fees is positive and statistically significant. We can conclude that fees will be higher for those IPOs about which relatively little public information is available and hence these exhibit higher levels of underpricing. Our findings are in line and hence corroborate the evidence reported in Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) . They report a negative association between underwriter compensation and estimated offer price. In contrast, Koop and Li (2001) report a positive relationship between fees and offer price. However, their result could reflect less competition in the corresponding underwriting market. Neither Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) , nor Koop and Li (2001) control simultaneously for underwriter reputation in their analysis.
We find a positive relationship between the logarithm of the number of uses of proceeds and underpricing. A greater number of uses of proceeds increases the ex ante uncertainty and hence also the underpricing. The number of uses of proceeds has not attracted any attention in the existing literature using SFA. Our findings are consistent with those of Beatty and Ritter (1986) .
They do not distinguish between deliberate premarket underpricing and aftermarket mispricing.
Since the number of uses of proceeds is endogenous we simultaneously control for other deal characteristics.
Adding the deal characteristics in Model 2 and subsequent models brings about significant positive coefficients for sales as well as negative coefficients for firm age. A positive coefficient for sales contradicts the ex-ante uncertainty argument. One possible explanation of this unexpected result is that higher levels of sales may make future growth opportunities more difficult and hence uncertain. Older firms now have a reduced underpricing which is consistent with the ex ante uncertainty argument.
Model 3 augments Model 2 with underwriter reputation and private-equity and/or venture capital backing as proxy variables to capture third-party certification, to reduce ex ante uncertainty and hence underpricing. On the one hand, our findings cannot detect any relationship between underwriter reputation and underpricing. More reputable underwriters can therefore neither take advantage of a principal-agent relationship (Baron, 1982) , nor do they play a third-party certification role (Carter and Manaster, 1990) . We therefore conclude that underwriter reputation does not impact on the level of deliberate premarket underpricing as reported elsewhere in the literature that employs initial return without any segregation. On the other hand, private equity backing and/or venture capital backing adds to the explanatory power of underpricing. The coefficient for this third-party certification dummy variable is positive and statistically significant.
Our study is the first to provide such evidence in a SFA framework. Our findings therefore support Liu and Ritter's (2011) claim that venture capital backed IPOs have higher underpricing as a result of attracting more coverage from analysts.
In the remaining three models (Model 4, Model 5, and Model 6), we introduce proxy variables that capture new equity issues market conditions and private firms' demand for capital at the time of an IPO. Model 4 includes 'hot' and 'cold' dummy variables to capture aggregate number of new issues. In Model 5, 'hot' and 'cold' dummy variables take account of aggregate average initial return.
Neither the aggregate number of issues, nor the aggregate levels of initial return explain deliberate premarket underpricing. This result is somewhat surprising since the literature reports cyclicity in both the number of IPOs and the level of average initial return. Our study is the first to analyse the impact of these two factors on the level of deliberate premarket underpricing. We conclude from our analysis that premarket underpricing is independent of IPO market conditions at the time of a particular new issue.
In Model 6, we use the change in real private nonresidential fixed investment as proxy for private firms' demand for capital. The impact of this proxy variable has not attracted any attention in existing studies using a SFA framework. Our findings indicate lower average underpricing during periods of 'hot' demand for private firms' capital. This result is similar to the evidence provided in Yung, Çolak and Wei (2008) . However, they do not use the more refined measure of deliberate premarket underpricing. Our findings also show that 'cold' periods for private firms' demand for capital have lower average underpricing. This evidence is somewhat surprising and would suggest that any exogenous shock leads to a lower average underpricing and deserves future investigation in other stock markets. 
Disentangling deliberate premarket underpricing and aftermarket mispricing
We identify deliberate premarket underpricing from the asymmetric component of the variance in our stochastic frontier models. Our estimates of deliberate underpricing in Panel C of Table 4 The aftermarket mispricing is the complementary value to deliberate premarket underpricing, with the two components adding up to initial return. As shown in Panel C of Table 4 , our estimates of aftermarket mispricing range between 2.97% (Model 4) and 9.95% (Model 1), converging to approximately 3% if we augment our basic model with deal characteristics, third-party certification, and market conditions. Table 5 presents how much of the variation in our estimates of deliberate premarket underpricing relates to the variation in initial return. As with the frontier exercise, this regression is run on IPOs with positive, negative as well as zero observed initial return 12 , so as not to bias the sample. The coefficient for deliberate premarket underpricing is negative and statistically significant, compared to Hunt-McCool, Koh and Francis (1996) who report a positive and significant coefficient and Chen, Hung, and Wu (2002) who report a positive but insignificant relationship.
Both these papers report a very low R-squared ranging between zero and 2%, compared to approximately 3% in our case. Our results suggest that a portion of initial return can be explained by deliberate premarket underpricing. Our analysis shows that the proportion of deliberate underpricing is the dominant component, when compared to aftermarket mispricing, and explains, at least to some extent, the variation in the overall initial return. These findings provide evidence in support of the IPO information asymmetry literature and the resulting pricing inefficiencies. The presence of pricing inefficiencies is not a challenge to the efficient market hypothesis, but rather a confirmation that information asymmetry between firm insiders, outside investors, and professional advisers in the primary market will lead to deliberate underpricing. Table 6 confirms that aftermarket mispricing is significantly influenced by trading volume in IPO shares after the first day of trading, the price adjustment between the filing price range and the offer price to reflect investor demand in shares, equity retained by pre-IPO owners in the post-IPO firm, underwriter reputation, and offer size. As discussed below, our findings support earlier studies, although we note that the studies quoted below all use initial return compared to our more refined aftermarket mispricing measure.
Explaining aftermarket mispricing
Trading volume in the aftermarket captures the demand for shares in the secondary market.
Our findings show that demand and aftermarket mispricing are positively correlated and hence consistent with those reported in Aggarwal (2000 Aggarwal ( , 2003 , O'Hara (2000, 2002) and Ellis (2006) . IPOs for which the offer price is above the initial filing price range have, on average, higher aftermarket mispricing. The price revision is likely to capture the demand for shares revealed during the marketing phase of an IPO. Our findings are consistent with those reported in Hanley (1993) and Ellis (2006) . Equity retained has a negative association with aftermarket mispricing. 13 A higher proportion of equity retained will limit the number of shares available for trading. Accordingly, lower levels of free float will create excess demand in shares available for trading and hence will result in an increase in share prices. Our findings are consistent 13 The non-linear data transformation on equity retained, RET, into means that the larger the negative value of the higher the proportion of equity retained.
with the evidence reported in Chen, Hung and Wu's (2002) analysis. Therefore, equity retained seems to be able to explain aftermarket mispricing rather than deliberate premarket underpricing, in contradiction to the signalling argument. IPOs brought to market by more reputable underwriters are subject to greater aftermarket mispricing. This finding suggests that more reputable underwriters are more likely to provide price support in the early aftermarket. Price support leads to a censoring of aftermarket mispricing distribution. Our evidence is therefore consistent with Ruud (1993) , Asquith, Jones and Kieschnick (1998) and Aggarwal (2000 Aggarwal ( , 2003 . Offer size has a positive association with aftermarket mispricing. This finding does not support the notion that investors perceive smaller IPOs as riskier compared to larger new issues of more established companies. Our evidence contradicts the findings reported in Beatty and Ritter (1986) , Ritter (1987), and Carter (1992) .
Conclusion
Our paper makes several contributions to the literature in light of the ongoing debate on whether deliberate premarket underpricing or aftermarket mispricing is the dominant explanation of observed initial return. First, we add to the scarce literature on the use of SFA as a tool for disentangling deliberate premarket underpricing from initial return. Using data on a sample of U.S.
IPOs, we estimate a stochastic IPO pricing frontier, distinguishing between pricing factors and underpricing factors to estimate the maximum (fair) offer price. Pricing factors are the primary drivers of equity value and our paper employs a larger set of pricing factors compared to earlier studies. This allows us to provide more reliable estimates of the maximum (fair) offer price and estimates of deliberate premarket underpricing. Our estimation returns deliberate premarket underpricing averaging at 14%. This compares to observed average initial return of 19.1%. In a separate regression of initial returns on deliberate underpricing, we find that a portion of initial return can be explained by deliberate premarket underpricing.
Second, we use our refined measure of deliberate underpricing to test the commonly held view that information asymmetry surrounding IPO value among new issues market participants explains variations in deliberate underpricing. Existing empirical studies that seek to explain initial return do not distinguish between deliberate premarket underpricing and aftermarket mispricing, which could potentially make their findings less robust by assigning different weights to these explanatory factors. We therefore provide new insights into the validity of existing theory and empirical studies. We proxy information asymmetry by variables capturing ex ante uncertainty surrounding firm attributes, deal characteristics, third-party certification, IPO market conditions, and private firms' demand for capital. Our empirical exercise reveals only partial support for a joint signalling effect of equity retained by pre-IPO owners in the post-IPO firm and the proceeds at the disposal of the issuer. We present evidence that equity retained is an unlikely signalling mechanism to convey firm value to outside investors through deliberate premarket underpricing. New issues market conditions are not found to impact on deliberate premarket underpricing. The impact of new issues market conditions has not attracted any attention in existing studies using a SFA framework. Our findings also indicate lower average underpricing during periods of 'hot' demand for private firms' capital and show that 'cold' periods for private firms' demand for capital have lower average underpricing. This evidence is somewhat surprising and would suggest that any exogenous shock leads to a lower average underpricing and deserves future investigation in other stock markets.
Finally, once we have estimated the deliberate underpricing component, we are then able to recover an estimate of aftermarket mispricing, which we then test against proxies of trading activity, allowing us to test the hypothesis that IPO market value partly depends on the trading activity in the early aftermarket. We find evidence that aftermarket mispricing is affected by trading volume in IPO shares on the first day of trading, the price adjustment between the filing price range and the offer price to reflect investors' demand for shares, equity retained by original owners, underwriter reputation, and offer size.
Our analysis reveals that deliberate underpricing is the more dominant component that makes up initial return when compared to the fraction of aftermarket mispricing. Deliberate underpricing is identical to the pricing inefficiency in our SFA analysis. This pricing inefficiency is not a challenge to the efficient market hypothesis in which prices quickly and accurately adjust to a new equilibrium as a result of trading, but instead confirms that information asymmetry between new issues market participants surrounding firm value in the primary market will lead to deliberate underpricing in the absence of trading. Our proxy variables that capture information asymmetry at different stages of the flotation process explain a large fraction of the variation in estimated deliberate underpricing across estimation models.
While outside investors benefit from deliberate underpricing, issuers leave money on the table which could potentially leave the IPO market subject to Akerlof's (1977) classic adverse selection problem. This adverse selection problem could lead to an inefficient functioning of the IPO market and -at the extreme -to market failure if IPO firms completely withdraw from the new issues market if deliberate underpricing reaches unsustainable levels. If issuers have to leave an excessive amount of money on the table, then firms might seek an alternative way to exit from their investment or other means of raising capital.
Our study implies that new issues market participants can to some extent influence aspects of information asymmetry at different stages of the flotation process and hence deliberate underpricing, while other aspects are beyond the direct control of market participants. On the one hand, issuing firm attributes such as, for example, the amount of sales in the accounting period before flotation or firm age are factors beyond the direct control of issuers at the time of flotation.
On the other hand, issuers appear to be able to more directly influence deliberate underpricing through decisions and actions relating to deal characteristics, third-party certification, and possibly market timing. For example, the presence of lock-in agreements by pre-IPO owners increases the level of demand for the shares and hence underpricing, while having no lock-in agreements increases information asymmetry between firm insiders and outside investors. Underwriter fees will be higher for those IPOs for which relatively little public information is available. Therefore, more direct disclosure by issuers during the flotation process will lead to lower levels of information asymmetry among new issues market participants and ultimately lower underpricing for IPOs of identical levels of business and financial risk. An ability to take actions by market participants to influence the level of deliberate underpricing is important for the new issues market to continue functioning and to reduce the possibility of an adverse selection problem to minimize the danger of a complete withdrawal of all IPO firms from this market.
